A set of nonlinear equations for multi-component partially ionized dusty magnetoplasmas is developed, taking into account the contributions of frictional thermalization, collisional heating in the energy equations on one hand, and those of ionization and recombination in the continuity equations on the other hand. The present nonlinear equations form a tool for numerical simulation studies of various collective e ects in the presence of sources and sinks. However, in order to illustrate possible applications of the present system of equations, two examples of thermal condensation instabilities are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The partially ionized plasmas with a major dust component are ubiquitous in space 1 and in low-temperature laboratory plasmas. Examples of dusty plasmas are found in planetary rings and cometary tails 2;3 , in star formation regions where the dust component plays a very important role for the dissipation of magnetic elds 4;5 , and in accretion disks of young stellar objects 6 . It is well known that the presence of static and dynamic charged dust grains can give rise to a great variety of dusty plasma waves both in fully ionized 7?9 as well as in partially ionized 10?12 dusty gases. Collective phenomena in dusty plasmas are of great importance provided that the number density of charged dust grains is su ciently high within a Debye sphere.
In a recent paper 10 , we presented a set of generalized magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations for partially ionized dusty magnetoplasmas, which is suitable for numerical simulation purposes where only the isothermal case was considered, and such e ects as ionization, recombination, impurity radiation cooling, etc. were ignored. Our objective here is to revise the generalized MHD equations of Ref. 10] , by incorporating the energy balance equations as well as various sources and sinks. Thus, like our previous studies 10?12 we suppose that the constituents of our partially ionized dusty magnetoplasmas are micron-sized, extremely massive (up to a billion times heavier than the ions), highly (up to tens of thousands of the electron charge) negatively charged dust grains, ions, electrons, as well as neutrals. In contrast to multi-ion plasmas, the dusty cosmic plasmas contain charged particulates which have a wide spectrum of q d =m d , where q d is the dust charge m d is the dust mass. Furthermore, since the dust grains are being instantaneously charged by a variety of plasma processes, there is a separate charging equation for the new dynamical variable q d . The dust charge uctuations provide the possibility of a new kind of dissipation of the dust-acoustic and dust ion-acoustic waves in an unmagnetized dusty plasma. Clearly, in dusty plasmas wave phenomena occur on time and space scales which are much larger than in electron-ion plasmas without the dust components.
The manuscript is organized in the following fashion. In Sec. II, we develop a set of nonlinear multi-uid equations for low-phase velocity (in comparison with the electron and ion thermal velocities) electromagnetic waves in a partially ionized dusty magnetoplasma, taking into account sinks and drivers in the continuity and energy equations. The dust grains are treated as point charges and we assume homogeneous and constant distribution q d =m d and write q d = z d e where e is the electronic charge. The dust grain sizes and the inter-grain spacing are assumed to be much smaller than the dusty plasma Debye radius and the gyroradii of the plasma particles. Since the newly derived governing equations are rather cumbersome, they can be handled only numerically. However, in order to illuminate the role of sinks and drivers, we present in Sec. III two examples of thermal condensation instabilities involving electrostatic oscillations. In our applications, typical values chosen are: m d = 1000 ion masses (m i ) and z d = 100. This choice considerably changes the dynamics of the dusty plasma, since typical wave and instability phenomena develop on a timescale that is governed by the dust particle inertia rather than the ion inertia, as is usually the case in the dust-free electron-ion plasma having even multi-ion species. A short summary of our investigation is contained in Sec. IV
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The basic assumptions underlying the present model are the same as in our previous work 10 . Thus, we assume quasineutrality ( i =m i ? e =m e ? z d d =m d = 0) and neglect collisions of electrons with ions and neutrals as compared to other collisional processes. The inertial forces of the electrons and ions are assumed to be small in comparison with that of the dust grains and neutrals, i.e. the left hand side of the momentum balance equation vanishes: @( e;i v e;i )=@t + r ( e;i v e;i v e;i ) = 0. Thus, the present dusty plasma model signi cantly di ers from that involving multi-ion species, where the ion inertia plays an important role. The source terms are essentially based on the work by Flower et al. 13 and Draine 14 . We neglect sources/sinks in the dust continuity equation for the above mentioned reasons, moreover, we want to study the dynamics on characteristic time scales much larger than e ects like dust detachment. The symbols used for the MHD quantities are for the mass density, v for the velocity, B for the magnetic eld, and p for the gas pressure. The subscript e stands for the electrons, i for the ions, d for the dust grains, and n for the neutrals.
Because of our assumptions, the electron velocity can be eliminated from the basic system of equations and may be neglected in the electron energy equation, whereas the ion velocity has to be computed. When the phase velocity of the disturbances are much smaller than the speed of light c, we may neglect the displacement current and employ Amp ere's law to calculate the current density w ? ; (3) where in each directionQ = (m i e =m e i )Q. If the contribution of the electrons can be neglected, equation (3) reduces to v i = w. This case applies to a scenario where there is a strong depletion of the background plasma electrons (collected on the dust grains) or there exists a su ciently strong magnetic eld. In the following, we denote the ion uid velocity by v i (w; Q) in order to indicate this dependence; in particular, it should be noted that v i depends on B.
The electron density can be computed from the condition of quasineutrality, 
The dust momentum equation is formulated as the sum of the balance equations of all charged particles in order to eliminate the electric eld. Besides the ionization and recombination rates in the continuity equations, there are additional source terms in the momentum and energy equations. These are external gravitational forces with the acceleration g, radiative forces ? a , and the collisional heating. On the other hand, the sink terms, which represent losses of momentum and energy, are the frictional forces with collision frequencies ab for collisions (elastic collisions as well as charge exchange) between species a and b, and the thermal conduction leading to the heat dissipation. Due to the summation, the electron-dust frictional force does not occur in the dust momentum balance but only in the energy equations, as shown below. The momentum equations for the dust grains and the neutrals are, respectively, given by 
We note that the expressions for the radiative gains and losses L r depend on the actual applications 16 .
III. THERMAL INSTABILITIES AND COUPLED WAVES
The generalized MHD equations for partially ionized dusty plasmas now include energy equations as well as various types of sources and sinks. They are rather cumbersome but are very useful for numerical simulation studies of collective phenomena when particle energetics and di erent drivers are active. In this contribution, we just would like to discuss brie y implications of the presented energy equations. Let us rst consider implications for thermal instabilities 16 in highly idealized unmagnetized plasmas. If the ionization/recombination can be neglected in the continuity equations and thermal forces dominate the momentum balance equations, then the collisional energy losses do not give rise to new unstable thermal modes. Under these idealized assumptions the dispersion relation for thermal modes can be formulated as a cubic equation for the growth rate ! i following the procedure of Balbus 17;18 . We have 
where k and c a denote the wave number of the mode and the sound velocity for species a, respectively, whereas L a denotes the speci c general energy loss function 16 .
Identifying the collisional terms of equations (7)- (10) . Thus, only stable modes occur. However, we nd one new kind of unstable condensation mode for the ion component if we consider a`weak' deviation from ionization equilibrium, where by`weak' we mean that the appropriate source terms in the continuity and momentum balance equations still can be neglected but that they are of importance in the energy equations. This can be justi ed for relatively high ion temperatures, in particular T i T n . With the approximation 
For illustrative purposes, we solve (16) numerically for di erent sets of parametes, and display the computational results in Fig.1 . We note that in more realistic con gurations the purely growing mode, as reported here, should be modi ed, e.g. due to collisional dampings.
As a second application of our work, we focus our attention on the properties of low-frequency (in comparison with the electron gyro-frequency) electrostatic waves in nonuniform magnetized dusty plasmas with stationary charged dust grains and neutrals. Here, we want to demonstrate the importance of the energy equations rather than to give a direct application of our set of equations, since we have to deal explicitly with the electron equations rather than eliminating/absorbing them in the balance equations, as done above. The relevant governing equations for our purposes are the linearized parallel component (with respect to the ambient magnetic eld B 0 = B 0ẑ ) of the electron momentum equation, yielding 19 1:71T e1 + T e0 n e1 n e0
? e' = 0;
where ' denotes the electrostatic potential, n e is the electron number density, and the subscripts 0 and 1 denote the equilibrium state and the perturbation, respectively. The linearized electron energy equation, which determines the electron temperature perturbation T e1 , takes the form " @ @t + 2 3 n e0 z @ 
Here, z ( ? ) is the parallel (perpendicular) component of the electron thermal conductivity, T = (2=3)n I0 (@L r e =@T e ) and R = n I0 L r e (T e0 ) denote the associated radiative cooling rate, where n I0 is the number density of the impurity (dust and neutrals). We have also denoted D B = eT e0 =eB 0 , v te = (T e0 =m e ) 1=2 , K T = @ ln T e0 =@x, K ne = @ ln n e0 =@x, and K ni = @ ln n i0 =@x.
We also have an equation resulting from the combination of the ion continuity and momentum equations, namely, @ ) @=@t; en @=@t. By using the quasi-neutrality condition for the perturbed quantities n i1 n e1 , we can combine and Fourier transform (17) is the ion sound velocity, b = 1=k y L ni and L ni = n i0 =(@n i0 =@x). Equation (20) , which is a fourth order polynomial in !, shows that the ion-cyclotron, the ionization and the thermal modes are coupled because of the ion polarization e ect cf. the right-hand-side of (20) which predicts an oscillatory thermal instability. In order to study the role of various drivers (ionization, electron pressure gradient, radiation cooling, etc.) equation (20) has to be analyzed numerically for quantitative estimates.
IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, the previously developed multi-uid equations for partially ionized dusty plasmas 10 have been generalized for non-isothermal particle dynamics by including the energy balance equations, as well as various sources and sinks. The newly derived equations thus contain more physics and they shall be quite useful for studying collective astrophysical phenomena where the non-isothermal plasma-dust dynamics play a dominant role. Speci cally, the present set of nonlinear equations is suitable for numerical simulation studies of electromagnetic wave generation, mode-mode couplings, as well as the formation of coherent nonlinear structures, the details of which will appear in a longer forthcoming paper. However, in order to throw some light on the important role of the ionization, recombination, and radiation drive, we have presented two examples of the radiative thermal condensation instabilities. The latter can cause the formation of prominences in which a high-density low-temperature dusty plasma is surrounded by a hotter low-density plasma. Thus, our results have relevance for star formation e ciency 20 , stability and energy budget of molecular clouds 21 , planetary rings 22 and dust-driven star winds 23 . Furthermore, we stress that the generalized dusty MHD equations should allow, for the rst time, to study magnetic activities in the magnetospheres of T-Tauri 6 stars and, as recently observed, in magnetospheres of protostellar objects 24;25 in a self-consistent way.
Finally, let us brie y comment on the role of the dust charge uctuations in the presence of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves. In order to account for the dust charging in the presence of waves in a nonuniform magnetoplasma, we should have a complete knowledge of the perturbed electron and ion distribution functions, which are required for the calculation of the perturbed currents that reach the grain surface during the charging processes. Thus, we have to resort to a kinetic description and the algebra turns out to be quite tedious when ambient magnetic elds are present. However, it is expected 26 that there could be an additional damping of disturbances caused by the dust charge perturbations as the latter should introduce a phase di erence between the density and electrostatic and vector potentials. A complete study of the wave phenomena in magnetized dusty plasmas with dust charge perturbations is under progress. 
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